ES Planning Questionnaire Responses 1_100
Sr No.

Response No.

Participation Date

Q 1 What is your relationship to APS? You
may select more than one.

Q 2 What are the opportunities with the
Q 3 What are the challenges faced with the Q 4 What are the opportunities with the
above Representative Boundaries Scenario? above Representative Boundaries Scenario? above School Moves Proposal 1?

Q 5 What are the challenges faced with the Q 6 What are the opportunities with the
above School Moves Proposal 1?
above School Moves Proposal 2?

Q 7 What are the challenges faced with the Q 8 As we look at moving some of our
above School Moves Proposal 2?
schoolsgiven our challenges in creating
neighborhood elementary boundaries in
fall 2020, which goals should take priority?
Please rank each of the following items in
order of importance with #1 being the
most important to #6 being the least
important.

Q 10 What else should be considered when
Q 9 As we look at moving some of our
option schools, and the framework of the moving a school to another site?
PreK 12‐Instructional Program Pathways,
which factors should take priority? Please
rank each of the following items in order of
importance with #1 being the most
important to #4 being the least important.

1

2

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

2

3

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) in PreK in APS

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

How many waitlist students typically take
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined the spot. I.e. one out of 5
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

3

4

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

4

5

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

5

6

Many walkers would become bus riders.
11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or Neighborhoods can be kept together.
The option schools continue to receive
High School Student in APS
Having extended boundaries isn't
necessarily a problem, especially if many of preferential treatment to the detriment of
those students would ride a bus anyways. neighborhood schools.
Creative boundaries can bring greater
diversity to many neighborhood schools.

6

7

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Reduce moving costs Uses existing school
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
efficiently Shows how current boundaries
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian could be revised
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

To what degree do you support moving some schools, so APS can:
:Please select below.
11 a Provide neighborhood seats in parts of
the county where these are needed and
APS doesn't have additional land for a new
school
Strongly Support

Support

Neutral

Support

Walking to school is the most important for
us. A close second is the pre‐k spot my child
has at Tuckahoe. Having all my kids at the
same school is wonderful.

APS needs to do a county‐wide, holistic
analysis of school locations to ensure we
can meet the needs of ALL students across
the county. Nothing should be off the table
since this is a big problem.

11 b Limit the growth of APS transportation
so annual operating costs can be focused
on other needs

PROCESS ‐ What process was used to arrive
at this recommendation and where are the
details? What other scenarios were
considered? Broad qualitative statements
are made about keeping "more" students
together (but not how many) and "creating
more seats" (but not how many). It's also
unclear whether these same comparisons
were looked at for other schools in the
neighborhood like
Tuckahoe/Nottingham/Ashlawn FACTORS ‐
What weighting factors were used to rank
this above other scenarios? Capacity
efficiency? Walkability? Instructional focus?
Which ranked higher and more
importantly, why? DATA ‐ APS has not
released the detailed data from which
these summarized values are derived. Why
not? BOUNDARIES ‐ This school move is
separated from the necessary boundary
analysis ‐ why? If the decision on where the
school moves hinges on walkability and
capacity efficiency, don't you need to do
the boundary analysis to figure out that
answer?

PROCESS ‐ What process was used to arrive
at this recommendation and where are the
details? What other scenarios were
considered? Broad qualitative statements
are made about keeping "more" students
together (but not how many) and "creating
more seats" (but not how many). It's also
unclear whether these same comparisons
were looked at for other schools in the
neighborhood like
Tuckahoe/Nottingham/Ashlawn FACTORS ‐
What weighting factors were used to rank
this above other scenarios? Capacity
efficiency? Walkability? Instructional focus?
Which ranked higher and more
importantly, why? DATA ‐ APS has not
released the detailed data from which
these summarized values are derived. Why
not? BOUNDARIES ‐ This school move is
separated from the necessary boundary
analysis ‐ why? If the decision on where the
school moves hinges on walkability and
capacity efficiency, don't you need to do
the boundary analysis to figure out that
answer?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support
Can you actually look at dissolving or
phasing out one or more option schools?
They are optional after all and it's clear the
county is struggling with enough capacity at
neighborhood schools. It feels like this
should be a consideration instead of forcing
neighborhood school shifts to
accommodate option schools.

Strongly Do Not Support

I think you've spelled them out nicely.

Why is McKinley targeted in both options? I You've covered it.
understand why Key is, since that is where
you need seats, but there are no other
neighborhood schools that could be good
candidates? What criteria did you use to
come to the fact that McKinley had to
move? Can we see the data for all the
schools to better understand why this is the
right move? I seem to remember a walk
zone analysis from a year or two ago that
suggested Nottingham would be a good
candidate since the Nottingham walk zone
overlaps with both Tuckahoe and
Discovery. In addition, that school is
currently under utilized and is off of a main
road. Maybe McKinley is the best option,
but I think understanding why you think it's
the best option using data to justify it
would help people get on board with this
plan.

That is so many moves.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support
I think relocating option schools can be a
great tool to maximize building capacity
and move options to buildings that are
underutilized. I think the buildings that are
chosen for a move should be based in data.
Which school buildings are the least
walkable? Which ones are projected to be
most under‐capacity? What is the capacity
of the buildings?

Strongly Support

Rosslyn needs more neighborhood seats
and moving the immersion program
provides them. Central locations for
countywide programs are very helpful.

This option destroys McKinley and has huge The moves make a lot of sense for the
negative consequences for its community. Campbell/Carlin Springs and Rosslyn areas.
McKinley is an excellent school as well as
being the heart of the neighborhood
community. Moving ATS to the McKinley
site, with its additional busing
requirements, would create havoc in a
residential neighborhood.

Again, McKinley is an exemplary
elementary school and pillar of the
Madison Manor, Dominion Hills, and
Westover neighborhoods. There is
absolutely no need to annihilate one of the
most successful schools in APS. There must
be better options.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Option schools should be located along or Strongly Support
near major roads to provide easier
transportation in the county. They should
also have clearly defined and implemented
programs.

Neutral

Neighborhood schools should not be
sacrificed for option schools. Our
neighborhood schools should be our
primary focus as they serve both students
and the communities as a whole.

Assumes moving any program to a central
location is beneficial Assumes EL
enrollment in immersion will improve if
program moves ‐ what evidence do you
have for this? Perhaps should undertake an
EL study to determine family's rationales
for not entering lottery

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

That including relocatable classrooms in the Support
plan doesn't make sense ‐ if you are
concerned about seats, but then also state
that relocatable classrooms are a solution,
you are presenting conflicting ideals, unless
you already have plans for renovating
current schools to accommodate other
current schools. Maybe some cost
computations on all of this available, as
well, what is the most economical decision?

Support

Revamp the transportation system (without
knowing if these are guided by state
regulations or other limitations) ‐ expand
the walk zone (families may opt to drive
child or form carpool); have families utilize
public transportation like other major
metropolitan areas, e.g., Washington, DC,
New York City; offer fewer bus stops

I question the method that was used to
develop this boundary scenario. Did the
developer start at the top with logical
boundaries and then force fit the rest of
the county in? Did each school building
start with its logical walk zones and
transportation zones? How were option
schools factored in? Before using this as a
call for change, would like to understand
the method behind how it was made.

Honestly, I think you should stop using and See above‐‐ I see no opportunities and
think this is a red herring.
talking about this scenario. It's a red
herring because it would never actually
happen that boundaries would be drawn
exactly like this and it gets people hung up
on specific boundaries and critiquing your
methodolgy. It seems like you are using it
to justify the fact that moving schools
would be less disruptive that this, but that's
not really the issue. The issue is you need
seats in Rosslyn and South Arlington and
have some schools in the North with a
surplus of seats once Reed opens. I think
APS needs a big disruption to get things
right this time so disruption is not really an
issue for me.

Q 12 Do you have other suggestions?

Q 11

It is constructed to show the worst possible Could be revised to include 10‐year
projections for when the boundaries will
boundary formation to push decision to
need to be revised again
move more schools It keeps students
together at the expense of smart planning
It is short‐sighted

It assumes existing buildings will be
modified or expanded to hold all the
students necessary, without providing any
indication of how or when these plans
would come to fruition ‐ referring to seat
chart put forth by APS ‐ there isn't enough
room at ATS for Key students. McKinley
does have enough seat for Key students
and it is located centrally as well. It
assumes that placing Immersion in a
central location is a benefit ‐ why? Moving
Immersion away from Key neighborhood
will reduce diversity in that area of
Arlington

Least school reassignments, least bussing
Provide numbers of how many students
will be moving buildings Provide
information on how environment impacts
learning Provide information on what kind
of supports will be made available for
students moving buildings ‐ additional open
houses, etc. Advise, truly, on the likelihood
of revision to any of these options given
how attached each member of the board
has become to them

7

8

11/7/2019 I am an APS Staff Member

test

test

test

test

test

8

9

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

You did not stick to any of your boundary
We cannot know because you do not show
You map is a false start. You deliberately
made the boundaries as crazy as possible. criteria. We all know that the county would us what the remaining boundaries will look
never even consider such a proposal. This is like.
None of the schools would really need to
move if the school board would reconsider a joke.
and re‐vote to make Reed an Option
school. You do not need more seats in that
spot. It was a premature decision and you
know it. Stop this exercise ‐ APS staff and
the SB will be the biggest losers. Thousands
of students will be displaced and
opportunities lost because you and the SB
have agreed to allow the so‐called needs of
a single neighborhood to dictate the
boundaries of the entire county. If the
county wants to redraw boundaries, do it
with socio economic diversity as the
number one factor.

9

11

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

10

10

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

Might allow for more economic and racial
diversity at SOME elementary schools.
Good to get ASFS in its boundary.

Ashlawn's boundary is inappropriate ‐ we Allows ATS to grow. Keeps more McKinley
just got rid of the Yorktown island (and for students together and creates a decent
a reason!) and decided sending Abingdon walk‐zone for Reed.
kids to Drew was a bad idea in part because
of the separation of the boundary. Locating
Carlin Springs outside its boundary is
problematic ‐ introduces the dynamic that
this gets rid of with ASFS. In general, too
many students who live in walk zones
would be removed from those. Too many
students would be split from friends and
from school staff with whom they have
formed relationships. Walkable
neighborhood schools build community and
help students develop an active, healthier
lifestyle. Also, nearly all neighborhood
schools would experience changes in
attendance, but no option schools would
move. Moving option schools in their
entirety would mitigate the impact on
friend groups and ensure that students
remain with the school staff who support
them.

Puts Key in an area of the county where
there are not lots of native Spanish
speakers. Does not immediately do much
to address seats in South Arlington; seems
to be relying on future construction, which
is not ideal.

Puts immersion in an area of the county
where there is a large population of native
Spanish speakers, giving them easier access
to the program. Gives North Arlington
students easier access to Campbell. Gives a
walkable neighborhood school to a
community that doesn't currently have one
(with the Campbell building becoming
neighborhood).

11

12

11/7/2019 I am an APS Staff Member

I don't see many benefits. Moving 38% of
kids and increasing buses are two big
downsides.

Too much movement

Less movement . ATS gets to continue
being a school. We need Key school to be
neighborhood to get the seats

Why are we keeping option schools? All
schools should be neighborhood schools
and special programs
(Immersion/ATS/ASFS) can take a small
percentage of kids outside the zone in a
lottery and increase diversity if needed.
This is what Fairfax does. We are at crisis
level in our need for seats.

12

13

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Arlington Traditional gets a shiny new
building in the McKinley campus at the
expense of everyone else; that's the only
apparent opportunity.

13

14

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

What capital efforts on the Columbia Pike Campbell will lose its diversity. The
are you talking about? How can we
teaching methodology at Campbell will be
comment on this? Are you going to create a lost ‐ without access to the wetlands and
new high‐poverty school on the Pike?
nature center for classroom material. No
other school is being asked to change its
resources and how it teaches kids. Why
does Campbell have to? For a school board
that wishes to meet the needs of the
immigrant and poor community ‐ did you
ever ask the Latino Community why they
don't apply to Immersion. Did you ask the
parents and PTA at Carlin Springs if they
want to move? No, they do not.

As an option school parent, I believe
moving option programs should be on the
table. If APS can demonstrate how moving
programs helps address the capacity
challenges, then those moves need to be
seriously considered. NIMBYism will
ultimately destroy what you are trying to
achieve. Your key is making the case for
benefiting the county as a whole.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

test
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Neutral
Do not require the school to change its
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined teaching methods ‐ do not move campbell.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) Make it bigger if you have to.
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support

Strongly Do Not Support

would splinter the Key community. the kids
would not be kept together, but rather
would splinter to their individual
neighborhood schools. The school location
would make immersion un‐reachable for
families. The school would be un‐reachable
to most of the existing spanish speaking
community. The school is outside of it's
current zone. (the north/south split for
immersion)

would splinter the Key community. the kids
would not be kept together, but rather
would splinter to their individual
neighborhood schools. The school is
outside of it's current zone. (the
north/south split for immersion) The school
would be un‐reachable to most of the
existing spanish speaking community.

No input.

test

The impact on different population groups Strongly Support
within Arlington County (not school
communities). Example: what is the impact,
as a whole, on low‐income populations in
Arlington? Native Spanish speakers? Don't
look only at those currently in the school,
but at all in the County. Also, the fact that
every school community is special. No one
school community ‐ neighborhood or
option ‐ is any more "deserving" of staying
together than another. And the opportunity
to form a new school community is also
special. Real estate is a risk. No one
resident is entitled to a particular school
just because of where they bought their
house.

Strongly Support

test

Do Not Support

All of these ranking questions are written
to support options 1 and 2. I do not want to
rank, but you will not let me fill out this
survey unless I rank the questions you pose.
You do not ask whether any of these
changes can be done to improve the socio
economic balance of students and
therefore improve educational outcomes.
You do not ask whether the "extended"
walk zone should be made smaller to save
on transportation. You do not ask whether
to examine whether families within walk
zones actually WALK to school ‐ instead of
being driven by a car. You rigged the
questions! This is a sham.

Do Not Support

There is a new school in Rosslyn ‐ HB
Woodlawn. Just opened. the community is
not entrenched. if a building is so needed,
use that one, and move the programs in
there. Rosslyn isn't a good location for
expeditionary learning.

Neutral

Not sure if it was discussed and discarded,
but instead of proposal 2, what about
switching Carlin Springs neighborhood
school and Claremont immersion, leaving
Campbell and moving Key to ATS? Then the
Carlin Springs would have the immersion
program, as with the move to Key, in a
location where there is a higher population
of native Spanish speakers. And the
neighborhood around Claremont would get
a neighborhood school, which would
relieve some pressure from Abingdon and
might also diversify the current Carlin
Springs population. It could retain the
community school model.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Get rid of option schools or make them
LOTS of moves to make
neighborhood schools w/a small amount of
outside zone kids accepted who take their
own transportation.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

walkability
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Get rid of option schools or make them
neighborhood schools that accept a small
number of lottery students to balance
enrollment and increase diversity.

Why are both plans predicated on moving
Arlington Traditional into McKinley's new
building, moving a choice school across the
county to an older building, and needlessly
eliminating an existing neighborhood
school in McKinley? None of these plans
address the supposedly immediate
problems concerning school seats in the
zones around the Rosslyn/Ballston,
Columbia Pike and Route 1 corridors. All it
does is juggle seats in north Arlington, and
give Arlington Traditional a shiny new
campus in McKinley. Adding 100 more
seats to a school where admission is
determined by lottery does absolutely
nothing to help alleviate the strain faced by
south Arlington, and needlessly disrupts
several existing zones for the sake giving a
gift to a school population that doesn't
need any more assistance. Make Key a
neighborhood school and expand it in its
current site if the situation is that
desperate. What was point of building
Discovery and the new Reed school instead
of focusing on the above zones?

Arlington Traditional gets a shiny new
building in the McKinley campus at the
expense of everyone else; that's the only
apparent opportunity.

Why are both plans predicated on moving
Arlington Traditional into McKinley's new
building, moving a choice school across the
county to an older building, and needlessly
eliminating an existing neighborhood
school in McKinley? None of these plans
address the supposedly immediate
problems concerning school seats in the
zones around the Rosslyn/Ballston,
Columbia Pike and Route 1 corridors. All it
does is juggle seats in north Arlington, and
give Arlington Traditional a shiny new
campus in McKinley. Adding 100 more
seats to a school where admission is
determined by lottery does absolutely
nothing to help alleviate the strain faced by
south Arlington, and needlessly disrupts
several existing zones for the sake giving a
gift to a school population that doesn't
need any more assistance. Make Key a
neighborhood school and expand it in its
current site if the situation is that
desperate. What was point of building
Discovery and the new Reed school instead
of focusing on the above zones?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Stop giving land to developers for market‐
rate homes, and focus on building new
schools in the zones where they are
needed. Don't present a few lottery‐
determined seats in a choice school outside
of the affected zones as a solution for
anything other than giving a free new
campus to a school with a rich population.

Does this really address the capacity
challenges? Let's take the time to get this
right and not simply acquiesce to the
localized opposition.

This seems to most address the capacity
challenges. You need to make the case on
how it would benefit Arlington as a whole.
This will help address the NIMBY responses
you tend to get with these types of
proposals.

Is the cost of moves worth the benefit in
addressing capacity. You need to articulate
this as clearly as you can (assuming it is
true).

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Minimize bus requirements. Maintain
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined program elements.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

No.

Makes it harder for NE Arlington parents to
access immersion. May have implications
for current Key population. Has
implications for equipment and setups that
Campbell, ATS and McKinley PTAs have
invested in (I don't believe that is a valid
reason, but one I see cited).

The goal of this is clear; you want to entice
people to move their kids west. That's
pretty obvious and a worthwhile goal:
there are more schools and more space
west, and fewer east. Student populations
are spread widely over the county, so to
optimize, we want people to move west.
Moving Arlington Traditional west makes
sense; it clearly doesn't draw from a
particular geographic region. So I see how
that move suits the goal; it's a "draw" from
east to west.

The same is not true for Key. By your own
numbers 75% of Key students come from
nearby schools (ASFS, Taylor, Glebe, Fleet,
and Long Branch). So while some of them
may travel west for the school in the first
year or two, they'll be replaced by kids who
are not willing to travel, and who explicitly
move into the area for the neighborhood
school. In the end, it's hard to see how this
is going to free up a meaningful number of
seats, even in the medium run. Moreover,
this is going to antagonize a huge number
of parents who moved to ASFS district
geographically close to Key for ASFS,
because now they'll lose access to ASFS. If
you really want to move people west, move
ASFS, and turn that into a neighborhood
school. ASFS seems to be a much stronger
long‐term draw. This will also antagonize a
huge number of people, but at least you'd
probably get something out of the effort.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Neutral

Strongly Do Not Support

Keeping McK students together rather than All that moving is not going to be popular.
splitting them up is a big plus. When I was
growing up in Fairfax Co, a single small‐ish
neighborhood elementary school feed five
different middle schools due to ES and MS
having different boundaries, the
adjustment to new schools with few friends
was hard for some kids, and more
importantly needlessly hard, could have
been avoided with more rational boundary
choices. Also maintains most of the
benefits of your option 1 proposal...

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Commute times and accessibility for
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined current students.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support

Neutral

None. It's an awful proposal on many
levels.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

These "factors" don't make a lot of sense as Do Not Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined written.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Do Not Support

No school policy will make sense and be
sustained across the medium to long term
without a more constrained housing and
zoning policy‐‐even if it's politically not
pretty. Arlington does not have to grow for
the sake of growth if it cannot
accommodate the numbers. It will lead to
worse living standards for all.

Shifting so many students and staff. There Use all existing elementary schools to full
is strong push back from entire community. capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Key ASFS swap made much more sense
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined since they are within 1 mile of each other.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Eliminate option schools, stop building high
rises

Again I think there will be push back from
people at the effected schools. I feel that
this will happen regardless. As a parent at
Mckinley I whole heartedly support this
proposal.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

This affects six schools sites. Again, please
include total percentage of students
moved, not just percentage of
neighborhood students moved. It’s difficult
to assess the full impact without more
complete data. The data provided clearly is
meant to steer people toward one specific
proposal.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Whether the site meets the specific needs
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined for the program; the number of option
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) school students affected
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Neutral

Neutral

Without specific figures, it’s difficult for
survey respondents to say how an
expanded budget for bus transportation
might impact other operations. At the end
of the day, the fewer students impacted,
the better. But those that do move, please
ensure the highest standards of teaching
are enforced so all students receive the
same level of education and qualified
teachers and administrators regardless of
where they end up. Thank you.

The new neighborhood Campbell would be
a 90% FRL. APS, you are better than this.
This proposal reflect institutionalized
racism that will absolutely reduce equity
and opportunity for brown and black
children. Furthermore, other neighborhood
schools with already high poverty rates like
Barcroft would have to absorb more
poverty because the Campbell building is
too small. Busing middle class children in is
way better than making APS have even
higher racial and sociology economic
segregation. Please stop your racist
policies. Separate has never been equal.
Please leave Campbell a multi ethnic
community and find other ways to bring
equity to other schools. Also, please correct
your data to reflect that over half of
Campbell students are walkers.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support

Cut your construction costs (e.g. HB
Woodlawn’s architectural marvel) to have
funds for busing that can create greater
equity. Conduct outreach to the low
income communities most significantly
affected by your decisions— it probably is
less productive using typical APA means
like these types of surveys. Look at better
options for high poverty schools like
Randolph and Barcroft

I have no idea, this is too complicated to
understand without more data. I don't
know what "Allow future capital efforts to
focus on Columbia Pike area" means; why is
that part of this plan but we can't do this if
we go with the other plans?
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

It's almost impossible to see the maps, so
it's hard to comment.

It's hard to see.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Hard to tell, I can't read the tiny, tiny and
busy maps in the survey. I went and found
them elsewhere though. What i didn't find,
however, were details on costs for
switching around buildings. What are they?
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Hard to tell, I can't read the tiny, tiny and
busy maps in the survey. I went and found
them elsewhere though. The opportunity, I
suppose, is for the Board and APS Planning
folks to get to appease the high rollers in
Roslyn.
APS has convinced me that moving or
changing at least _some_ option schools
will be necessary because....(see below)
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

To further segregate first‐generation and
especially economically disadvantaged
Latino students in the Carlin Springs ES
area? One would hope that the exercise
could be used along with a more
courageous dispersion of affordable
housing around the entire county in order
to effect a truly less segregated school
system. Funny how nobody is worried
about Science Focus being outside its
boundary.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Can't see many opportunities, seems to be Shifting so many students and staff. There None
a band‐aid solution as usual. Need to start is strong push back from entire community.
building up.

Shifting so many students and staff. There None
is strong push back from entire community.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of an Elementary Student in APS
enrolled in an option school , I am the
Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet
in PreK , I am the Parent or Guardian of a
Middle or High School Student in APS

There is nothing good about this scenario.

The amount of busing and length of bus
routes is undesirable.

I like this proposal. I like proposal 2 more. I
like that it allows for immersion to grow by
being near a larger population of native
speakers.

It moves several programs. I think there
will be push back from mckinley. I am a
Mckinley parents and I support this
proposal. Yes it is change, but I really
appreciate the effort to keep a lot of
mckinley together at reed. I also appreciate
that this will allow most of our school
population to stay together with our
principal and teachers.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Middle or High School Student in APS

Option school students would remain in
their current schools. Using the percent of
neighborhood schools is disingenuous and
misleading. Please also include all students
in the percentage moved, not just those in
neighborhood schools.

The challenges are already outlined above.
More than a third of elementary students
would have to change schools, the scenario
would call for an increase in buses and
reduction of walkers; etc

Proposal 1 affects fewer students and the
first scenario and maintains more walkers.
It would also allow for a focus on south
Arlington where more seats are needed. It
only affects four sites.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Boundary lines are not set by the Route 50 Barcroft becomes an even higher poverty
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
barrier that divides this County on multiple school. This would be an atrocious outcome
for an already failing school. Please APS,
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian fronts.
don’t increase FRL numbers if you have test
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK
scores like Barcroft. Do add more resources
in the form of more Single family homes
zoned there, not less.

This allows for a neighborhood school in
Rosslyn. ATS could take more VPI children
to reduce achievement gaps. Given how
well ATS performs, consider what an
increase to 40‐50% FRL would provide for
low income children.

This suffers even bigger problems than
Proposal #1 with respect to Key. Key is not
going to draw anyone out here because
Claremont is already out there. There's a
decent chance that Key is going to die in a
few years once the current population
grades out of it. The Spanish‐speaking
households in 24140 and 24120 Rocky Run
currently attending Key are going to be
hurt very badly by this proposal. Also,
wasn't the point of having the immersion
programs that they be close to their native
constituencies so that you could economize
on ESL teachers and give non‐native
Spanish speakers native folks from whom
they could learn?

Moving kids around to minimize the
transportation budget from the schools
isn't going help the county at‐large. There
are eitiher two outcomes here: kids have
their parents moving their kids from east to
west on their own, or kids will end up
relocating the areas to where they go to
school. The first is a bad solution, because
it generates traffic and wastes a huge
amount of time moving these kids; I'd
rather the county just raise taxes to pay
more more transportation. The second
outcome is also bad because then the
problem of school seats isn't solved. Don't
try to be too clever about forcing parents
behaviors' to change like by moving Key to
Carlin Springs; they're just going to change
their behaviors to defeat your intentions.

Hard to tell, I can't read the tiny, tiny and
busy maps in the survey. I went and found
them elsewhere though. What i didn't find,
however, were details on costs for
switching around buildings. What are they?
Key people are passionate. They aren't
going to want to move! I am a Claremont
parent.

Of course we need to maximize our use of
space, of course we want to minimize or
reduce boundary changes, and of course
we want to keep as many neighborhood
schools walkable as possible.

Getting neighborhood space where it is
needed (so kids can walk) and limiting the
number of students who have to move
boundaries are pluses, adding capacity to
waitlisted option schools is also a plus.

Advantaged people who don't want more
poor kids in their school.

It leaves south Arlington schools out of the Northside moms are going to get upset if
fight. It potentially frees up resources, for the South gets more good schools.
instance, for a fantastic, brand‐new school
for Campbell ES at the VHS site on Carlin
Springs. The current Campbell can be
turned into a quality daycare, which is so
urgently needed in the area for working
and professional families, and/or school
administration space to take over from the
re‐purposed building at W‐L.

APS has not provided any survey data
showing that more Latino families would
apply to immersion if at a different
location. And if so, why not at Barrett or
Barcroft?

I like this proposal the most. It has the most
potential to address long term issues with
the placement of schools in north and
south arlington.

As stated above, an ATS population
increase could support the APS stated goal
of closing achievement gaps if the
population increase came from low income
children.

Why should all the Spanish immersion
programs be in South Arlington and nearly
all the choice programs (excepting
Montessori) in the North? Campbell draws
a lot of kids from the Carlin Springs zone, as
APS stats show, indicating that Latino
families don't just want immersion
programs but they do look for exceptional
programs that are close to them.
Moreover, and perhaps most of all, it takes
one of Arlington's least privileged student
bodies and moves it from the nice, modern,
bright building at Carlin Springs to the
really shabby building at Campbell. And it
takes Campbell‐‐probably the only school
that wants to be in their current location‐‐
and moves it into North Arlington which
has most of the desirable‐to‐all choice
schools. Would Science Focus become a
lottery school opened to South Arlington
families to compensate?

Keeping FRL rates less than 60% FOR EVERY Do Not Support
SCHOOL. Use options to integrate schools.
Avoid any moves that will increase
segregation in an already segregated school
system. Please stop institutionalized
segregation.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
APS enrolled in an option school , I am the
Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) in PreK
in APS
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Terrible boundaries and long bus rides

As horrible as the prospect sounds, at least This school is very small!! Inadequate
our beloved Key school will remain in North grounds compared with our current
incredible facility.
Arlington. We wont be reliant on the
troublesome aps transportation system,
and we will be able to drop our child off at
school without being late for work for
having to cross the entire county.

Maximizing space

None.

Budget cost for buses

Additional expense associated with
transportation; more kids get reassigned.

Adds students where most need is

None

I strongly oppose moving Key school out of
Lyon Village. Currently, Escuela Key is
centrally located and easily accessible for
the students who attend. Key covers a
broad area of school districts in North
Arlington. If anything, it should be made
more centrally located to those districts,
not sent to the far reaches of the county.
Moreover, many students at Key walk to
school or their families who live nearby
drive them. Others take advantage of the
numerous public transit opportunities in
Arlington, like Metro Rail and Metro Buses.
These are great benefits for an incredibly
diverse school population. This location
also allows the school to draw students
from neighborhoods nearby that may be
more affluent and more Caucasian. This
allows Key to maintain the 50/50 split
between native‐Spanish and native‐English
speakers.

The diversity in languages, ethnicities, and
nationalities at Key benefits students all
along the spectrum by allowing them to be
in school with students who come from
very different backgrounds than they do.
Personally, we chose to send our children
to Key because it is located in our
neighborhood and they can walk to school.
My children, who are children of attorneys
and are Caucasian, benefit greatly from the
diversity of backgrounds found at Key, and I
think that other students benefit by having
them there. However, we would be ten‐
times less likely to bus our children across
town for the same benefits (and, case in
point, we are unlikely to send our kids to
Gunston Middle School because it is so far
away). Moving Key to either of the two
locations suggested by the Board would
make it less centrally located and less
accessible to the school districts in North
Arlington that the school serves.

Allowing more seats in ATS would be a
great thing. Fewer reassignments.

None.

As an Arlington tax payer, this is extremely
unfair for me to have to bus my daughter
all the way to south Arlington. Do you think
it is fair to have a 6 year old on a bus for a
45mins ‐1hr drive each day? My family
moved to north Arlington to get into Key.
This is obscene to have both immersion
schools cast off into South Arlington.

It would also make it more difficult to
maintain the 50/50 split between native‐
Spanish and native‐English speakers that
makes the school so diverse. Plus, it seems
as if Arlington is trying to move its less‐
affluent, more‐diverse student population
out of an upscale neighborhood, which is a
very under‐handed and covert form of
discrimination. You would be replacing the
diverse population of Key students with a
predominantly Caucasian population of
students in a so‐called neighborhood
school. Don't our less‐affluent, more
diverse students deserve to go to school in
a nice area like Clarendon and Courthouse,
nestled in a quiet neighborhood like Lyon
Village? Why would Arlington even suggest
moving them to an older school building
further afield unless the Board felt
comfortable saying that these students are
less deserving than their North Arlington
peers?

Allowing more seats in ATS would be a
great thing. Fewer reassignments.

Plus, the neighborhood has embraced the
school, inviting the children to trick‐or‐treat
through the business community nearby
every Halloween, so every child no matter
their financial situation gets to experience
Halloween. I do not understand why you
would want to take that away.

None.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Where the majority of the schools
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined population currently reside!!
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support

Do Not Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Neutral

Neutral

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Strongly Do Not Support

I do not see any reason to move schools to Strongly Do Not Support
new sites unless you are making them
more centrally located to the school
districts that they serve. Expand the current
schools, build new schools in high capacity
areas, but these option schools in particular
have a long history in their locations that
extends beyond the school walls and into
the communities where they reside.

Do Not Support

On a personal note, given the two options I
would much prefer Key switched places
with Science Focus and you make that the
neighborhood school!!!

Busing requirements will be less if option
schools are centrally located; neighborhood
school boundaries are drawn in ways that
nearby students can attend them, and new
schools are built strategically to serve
students who do not have access to either.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

I will leave feedback regarding this option
to the parents of students enrolled in the
affected schools.
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32

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

Ashlawns boundaries makes ZERO sense.
We need to move option schools
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

I will leave feedback regarding this option
to the parents of students enrolled in the
affected schools.

There are zero opportunities with this
proposal. The only way that this proposal
becomes an "opportunity" is if APS moves
the Key immersion program to the new
Reed school and leaves everyone else
alone. I'ts a much easier solution than
playing musical chairs with so many
students.

Don't you think it's a tidbit racist to have
both immersion schools in South Arlington?
Leave Key in the north since Claremont is in
the south. Also, see everything I said above
about Arlington Traditional.

The primary challenge with this proposal is
that it makes one more option school
(Arlington Traditional) more geographicallyi
inaccessible to parents in South Arlington.
Yes, bus transportation is provided for
students but many parents have to use
before/after school Extended Day. The
current location is (obviously) not in South
Arlington but it is at a busy intersection
that is easily accessible by public
transportation. All of the "good" option
schools are already in North Arlington.
Please do not move this one even further
away from families in South Arlington. It's
bad enough that Science Focus only accepts
kids from the four richest school zones. You
really need to keep the majority minority
school in its current location that is
accessible to South Arlington families. Also,
making the school bigger (which has
already happened) has eroded the
"community" aspect of Arlington
Traditional. Four classes per grade is really
the maximum that the school can handle.

None. This scenario is tremendously
inefficient.

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Equity. Moves shouldn't unfairly burden
Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined some students over others. For example,
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) no one should have to travel 45 minutes by
bus to get a good education.
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

McKinley was recently constructed with the
arts curriculum in mind; Reed was not built
for that purpose, meaning students would
be moving out of a school custom‐designed
for the McKinley arts‐focused curriculum
into a generic school building. I'm not
understanding why schools that are under‐
capacity (Hoffman‐Boston, Nottingham,
Tuckahoe, etc.) are not being considered
for option schools or to open their
boundaries to more students. Also, what
happened to the ASFS / Key building swap?
Why was that put on hold?

More busing, leading to greater expenses
and pollution.

More efficient, allows more students to
attend a school within walking distance.

More efficient, allows more students to
attend a school within walking distance.

Neutral

Do Not Support

Do a land swap or buy Virginia Highlands
Community Center/Library from the county
to open a school in the crowded Pentagon
City/Crystal City area. And you must realize
you're going to need a new middle school
in South Arlington within the next decade.
Start planning now. Urge the county to stop
building apartment buildings without
forcing the developers to provide money
for new schools or additions/improvements
to current ones.

Strongly Support

Support

It is silly Key is in the middle of the science
focus zone. Science Focus should be an
option school again. Key should be a
neighborhood school. Moving ATS to
McKinely seems like a good idea. Make
Nottingham an option school site ‐ it is
centrally located.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

option to give preference within an option Strongly Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined school to the neighborhood it is located in.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral

turning under‐utilized community centers
into schools or acquiring land (the lot next
to Glebe?) to build more option schools
rather than moving kids around and cutting
them off from their neighborhood school.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

I support school moves in proposal 1 ‐ I also I support school moves in proposal 1 ‐ I also Please don't move Campbell ‐ they work so Please don't move Campbell ‐ they work so Use all existing elementary schools to full
closely with the nature center.
closely with the nature center.
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
support making science focus NOT a
support making science focus NOT a
neighborhood school and switch to an
neighborhood school and switch to an
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
option school
option school
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2
McKinley was recently constructed with the
arts curriculum in mind; Reed was not built
for that purpose, meaning students would
be moving out of a school custom‐designed
for the McKinley arts‐focused curriculum
into a generic school building. I'm not
understanding why schools that are under‐
capacity (Hoffman‐Boston, Nottingham,
Tuckahoe, etc.) are not being considered
for option schools or to open their
boundaries to more students. Also, what
happened to the ASFS / Key building swap?
Why was that put on hold?

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

It is silly Key is in the middle of the science
focus zone. Science Focus should be an
option school. Key should be a
neighborhood school. Please think about
programs for disabled kids too ‐ will they
move too? Interlude just moved from
Oakridge to Campbell ‐ if that school
changes will Interlude need to move too?
What about MIPA?

ARLINGTON DIMOSIA SCHOLEIA
CHREIAZETAI PERISSOTERA MEGALA
SCHOLEIA AKADIMAÏKA SCHOLEIA
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ARLINGTON DIMOSIA SCHOLEIA
CHREIAZETAI PERISSOTERA MEGALA
SCHOLEIA AKADIMAÏKA SCHOLEIA
What about making another ATS since the
Long waitlist that could fill building to
Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐ capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined waitlist is so long?
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
together in each school community as
increase access for more students: 1 ,
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible: Moving to a site that can accommodate
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing current population (may include
school facilities located on available land in relocatable classrooms): 3
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Neutral

Strongly Support

ARLINGTON DIMOSIA SCHOLEIA
CHREIAZETAI PERISSOTERA MEGALA
SCHOLEIA AKADIMAÏKA SCHOLEIA

Support

Strongly Support

Make another ATS — one in one part of the
county and another in another part— to
accommodate the long waitlist and reduce
transportation costs.

Strongly Support

Schools that are not in the IPP (ATS) should
be phased out as should schools that do not
have enough demand (Key or Claremont).

Do Not Support

This is a farce. You just need to buy land
and build schools. All of this other effort is
a waste and a distraction. Maybe Amazon
can build a school in the middle of their
campus with the tax dollars we gave them.
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11/7/2019 I am an APS Student
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK , I
am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or
High School Student in APS
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
None
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

Everything is still a challenge since this does Key at ATS might get more Spanish
nothing.
speakers. Provides seats in needed areas.

Provides seats in needed areas.
ATS isn't in the IPP and should be phased
out. Key and Claremont can't get enough
Spanish speakers and one should be phased
out. Does nothing to address the future
capacity issues.

ATS isn't in the IPP and should be phased
out. Putting Key at Carlin Spring and so
close to Claremont will not help them get
enough Spanish speakers. One of the
immersion programs should be phased out.
Does nothing to address the future capacity
issues.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Should the school be moved or phased out Strongly Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined if it isn't in the IPP (ATS) or it doesn't have
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) enough demand (Key or Claremont) than
why move it, phase it out instead.
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

You have presented us with two false
choices. Where is the option for another
elementary school? Moving the children in
this way does not, in fact, solve the
problem of overcrowding. I consider it
dishonest to have not made this fact front
and center.

You are also being intentionally dishonest
here by calling it the "Key building," when
everyone knows that you mean to put the
smaller ASFS in the larger Key building, and
the larger Key School Immersion
population the smaller building. I think that
you don't feel any shame about this
intentional dishonesty, and so I will be
looking to vote for different school board
members in the next election. You should,
however, be ashamed at this lack of
honesty as you are a public servant who
has taken an oath. Like the other plans, you
don't say how this would address the
overcrowding problem. I think we're still
700 seats under, with the overcrowding
taking place in all but the wealthiest
schools. You need to be upfront about the
real impacts of these proposals.

taken an oath. You are also hiding
something by saying "high number of
Spanish speakers" without disclosing
whether it is a higher percentage than at
the current Key building (likely not, due to
the apparent intentional obfuscation). Like
the other plans, you don't say how this
would address the overcrowding problem. I
think we're still 700 seats under, with the
overcrowding taking place in all but the
wealthiest schools. You need to be upfront
about the real impacts of these proposals.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

Maximizing the number of seats is
obviously an important goal as we see
rising enrollments. Schools located within
boundary areas is also important.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

No money spent on moving schools. Option Huge redistricting. Especially for the
schools are happy.
Rosslyn courthouse area who would’ve
shipped halfway across the county to a non
transit friendly elementary
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Keeps the current, fairly equitable,
distribution of option schools around the
county

This is the best option

It's interesting that many schools are
located on the edge of the boundary area
which must result in increased busing.
Would love to see a way that we could
maximize walk areas and then on top of
that include 1/4 mile boundaries around
schools that DO NOT ALLOW CARS!

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

36

Do Not Support
You need to stop redrawing the
boundaries. This is absurd. You are not
executing on the plan that was agreed less
than 2 years ago. The only solution is to buy
land and build schools. This legerdemain
does not mean anything when the kids start
walking into severely overcrowded schools.
By the way, the idea above about "moving
option schools to increase access" is
obvious BS, because they are open to all
students already, and there is busing, so
there is no issue with access, just lack of
actual seats. Please see solution proposed
above about buying land and building
schools.

Increasing the number of ATS seats is a
good idea, especially as it is such a sought
after program. Also appreciate encouraging
a decent sized walk zone for the new Reed.
Moving Key to ATS site is nice in terms of
having options programs located centrally
in the county.

What are the demographic/Spanish
language challenges for the new Key
location? What considerations, if any, will
be made for current McK walkers‐‐ could
they perhaps get a priority spot at the new
ATS? How do we actually encourage the
40% of students who are walk‐eligible for
Reed to do so as opposed to being dropped
off? Maybe some remote drop‐off
locations? Is the current ATS building big
enough for the current/future Key
population? Is there a plan for expansion?

Spreading the "pain" does seem more "fair"
on face. Locating Spanish immersion closer
to more Spanish‐speaking families might
also be good idea in terms of native‐
speaker enrollment.

What of the EL learning model for
Campbell? How much does its location
benefit its program and can it be
replicated? Having both Spanish Immersion
schools located in S. Arlington seems
illogical for non‐native speaker enrollment
as well as transportation challenges. Is CS
big enough for the current/future Key
population?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Transportation costs
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

No car zones around all schools. Parents
who want to drive can do so, but their
children must walk the last "block" to
school.

a neighborhood school for courthouse and
Rosslyn that adds 100 seats to the school.
More walkable than not moving option
schools. Adds much needed neighborhood
seats to entire orange line corridor. Less
buses. A new neighborhood school created
at key gives the area a chance to create
their own school with the programs and
focuses that matter to them.

All is asfs students lose their specialty
science program. Key students moved to an
area without a significant heritage spanish
speaker population at a smaller school. Lots
of program moves.

More neighborhood seats in orange line
corridor. Rosslyn and courthouse finally get
a neighborhood school. Most Asfs and
McKinley kids get to move together. Key is
moved to a neighborhood with a large
heritage speaker population.

Lots of school moves will cost money. some
families at option schools and McKinley will
have to travel further to school. Fewest
number of students redistricted. All of asfs
is forced out of their program to a new
school.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Neighborhood schools have sufficient seats Strongly Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined and are reasonable close to the
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) neighborhood it serves.
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Ensure transit dependent areas such as
pentagon city, crystal city, Rosslyn,
courthouse and Clarendon have access to
neighborhood schools that are reasonable
close to bus and metro lines.

Moving Campbell Expeditionary Learning to
a "central location" would also move it
further away from its diverse community in
South Arlington and likely reduce the
ethnic and economic diversity of the
school. Families from the current
neighborhood might not have the
resources to transport students to the new
location and would move their children to
the neighborhood school, depriving them
of opportunities to experience
Expeditionary Learning. Students who did
transfer to the new location would lose the
benefits of learning with classmates from a
variety of backgrounds. Disrupts more
students than Proposal 1. Would force
Campbell staff to completely restructure
the outdoor learning curriculum that is
central to Expeditionary Learning and
dependent on the specific location of the
school, which is next to a nature center and
has outdoor classrooms and resources built
by students and parents.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Increasing seats in ATS
McKinley, Ashlawn, and Carlin Springs
boundaries seem awkward ‐ is there a way
boundaries for the new school and existing
schools could be adjusted to make student
distribution more even?

Would move two option schools closer to More ATS seats
the border of the county, and likely farther
from current students and staff

Support
Whether the school curriculum is tied to
the current site of the school. Whether the
move will reduce diversity and increase
concentration of option schools in
wealthier and, frankly, whiter parts of the
county. Whether the changes will increase
concentration of poverty in South Arlington
neighborhood schools.

Do Not Support
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
in PreK in APS

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Strongly Support
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
in PreK in APS

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Neutral

Support
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Under the only thing that seems like a real Adding more buses and bus routes may tax
positive for many is that there is no change already congested school driveways and
between what are currently neighborhood roads and the districts don’t seem fully
and option schools.
workable. It is also a lot of kids to move at
one time and Doesn’t seem workable with
some schools outside of boundaries.

This is a chance to rethink how schools are
utilized which is always a good exercise. It
should also take into account future growth
and where more elementary schools may
need to be built to prevent radical shifts in
the future.

It provides more walkable neighborhood
The switch of option and neighborhood
schools will be disruptive. As will moving to options in areas where that currently isn’t
the case.
entirely new buildings for some schools.
Does ATS keep it’s current programming
and what happens to the leftover McKinely
kids remaining at the new ATS site? Will
there still be a lottery system? I think
answers to these questions need to be
made clear to parents currently at ATS.

This seems like a lot of disruptive moves.
Also, how does it handle equity and
diversity issues with the school populations.
Seems like this may create unintended
population segregation. Does this change
the designation of which schools are title
1?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

While the push to utilize schools to capacity Support
and build neighborhood schools is
understandable, the option programs are
popular and many schools like ATS are
highly ranked. How do you keep options
and quality with all the moves? How do you
ensure that diversity and equity are also
parts of the discussion? The balance is
between growth/capacity and whether the
changes best serve student needs and APS
goals.

Support
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

The schools not involved will be happy.

It’s terrible and families will revolt.

Key stays on a major bus line for
transportation challenged families.

McKinley probably won’t like all the new
buses coming into their neighborhood.

Campbell’s programs are very linked to
their building as well as their proximity to
Long Branch Nature Center, this cannot be
replicated at the ATS site.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Don’t impact schools that were part of the
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined last painful and opaque boundary process.
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

This scenario could provide opportunities
to balance demographics across the
schools.

I know APS does not want to add buses, so Could eliminate some crowding in Rosslyn. Putting ATS further away from the center More capacity in Rosslyn? ATS and
Campbell could grow a bit.
I'm guessing this won't happen.
of the County will likely decrease its
diversity. Will putting Key at the current
ATS site be a good move in terms of getting
the require 50% Spanish‐speaking
population? Will moving Key to ATS hurt
the immersion program? Isn't there too
much capacity up in the Northern part of
the County? This scenario does nothing to
adjust that. This all seems too piecemeal.
APS needs to show their plans for 5‐10
years down the line. You need to provide
data and place a prime concern on
demographics or you will be continuing to
concentrate poverty. You will exacerbate
the opportunity gap. Option schools are the
most demographically balanced, and
perform well. Before you risk these
programs, you should have a clear
justification for the moves.

Similar to the challenges for Proposal 1,
moving the option schools could adversely
affect the programs. This proposal is more
likely to concentrate poverty in South
Arlington. Aside from disrupting option
programs and making it harder for them to
succeed, ignoring demographics and
concentrating poverty in South Arlington
schools is irresponsible. The School Board
and planning staff need to make sure they
have the correct data, the most accurate
projections possible, and a plan that looks
ahead more than 2 years. Moving Campbell
to ATS will negatively affect the EL
program, which is successful. Campbell is
diverse and makes better progress than
many schools at closing the opportunity
gap. Turning the current Campbell site into
a neighborhood school will decrease the
diversity of the EL option school and
increase the poverty at the new
neighborhood school. This is irresponsible
and short‐sighted.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

There is an opportunity to make Key a
neighborhood school again and expand
enrollment there. It would be a simple and
effective solution without disrupting the
lives of thousands of students!

Too many students will be disrupted by
these proposals., and they only offer short‐
term fixes. Make Key a neighborhood
school and expand the building and
enrollment.

It would be much more effective to convert
Key back to a neighborhood school.
Enrollment for native Spanish speaking
families (like mine) dropped after the
school was converted to an options school
because much of the Hispanic community
in Arlington does not realize it can use an
options school. The program is not well
advertised in Spanish. The term "immersion
program" does not translate well, so there
is general confusion about what the
program has to offer. Making Key a
neighborhood school again would be a
simple and effective fix to APS problems.
Another challenge pertains to busing
children to new options school locations.
The new location is far and will disrupt
family schedules, and many parents will
need to move their children to
neighborhood schools. Families (like mine)
revolve their lives around proximity to their
children's schools. Moving options schools
miles from current locations will result in
lower enrollment in these important
program.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

moving 20% of kids to new schools! that
seems crazy. just to save on buses? again
crazy. I don't agree with the need for such
changes.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

moving 38% of kids to new schools! that
seems crazy. just to save on buses? again
crazy. I don't agree with the need for such
changes.

This option disproportionately impacts
students enrolled in options schools. The
figures cited above do not even take these
disruptions for options school students into
consideration. This is equivalent to
punishing students for being enrolled in
Arlington's options schools and instead
gives preferential treatment to
neighborhood school students. It is unclear
how the disruptions for the options school
students will be managed. At this point it is
clear the negative impact will be
disproportionate to any county‐wide
benefits.

It would be much more effective to convert
Key back to a neighborhood school.
Enrollment for native Spanish speaking
families (like mine) dropped after the
school was converted to an options school
because much of the Hispanic community
in Arlington does not realize it can use an
options school. The program is not well
advertised in Spanish. The term "immersion
program" does not translate well, so there
is general confusion about what the
program has to offer. Making Key a
neighborhood school again would be a
simple and effective fix to APS problems.
This is the worst proposal. The new location
is far (even father than proposal 1), and
many parents will need to move their
children to neighborhood schools. Families
(like mine) revolve their lives around
proximity to their children's schools.
Moving options schools miles from current
locations will result in lower enrollment in
these important programs.

moving 23% of kids to new schools! that
seems crazy. just to save on buses? again
crazy. I don't agree with the need for such
changes.

None.

This option disproportionately impacts
students enrolled in options schools. The
figures cited above do not even take these
disruptions for options school students into
consideration. This is equivalent to
punishing students for being enrolled in
Arlington's options schools and instead
gives preferential treatment to
neighborhood school students. It is unclear
how the disruptions for the options school
students will be managed. At this point it is
clear the negative impact will be
disproportionate to any county‐wide
benefits.

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Be more transparent and don’t pretend like
you’re listening to input but really know
what your decision is going to be all along.
Families don’t like being jerked around.

Support
The community has little faith in APS
boundary decisions because in the past
your data has been faulty, and though
there have been many opportunities to
engage, the engagement is not meaningful.
The School Board needs to do the right
thing, even if they are afraid of the
community response. It's your job to make
the best decisions for the majority of the
students, not just the students who have
parents that have money, influence, and
make a lot of noise. A large proportion of
APS families speak and language other than
English and many do not have easy access
to internet and a computer at home. You
need to do old‐fashioned community
outreach to ensure all voices in the County
are at the table. Show the public that you
are thinking more than one step at a time.
What does this look like in 5 years? In 10
years? Show your data, show the impact on
demographics. Consider outsourcing this
planning to a company that has been
successful in the past. Do the right thing for
all kids.

Neutral

Get an outside planning company to assist
with this work. If you have a long‐term
plan, share it, even if you are afraid of the
community reaction. If you do not have a
long‐term vision/plan, get one. Make
demographics a key factor. You will not
close the opportunity gap otherwise. If you
are serious about closing the opportunity
gap, you need to balance demographics,
otherwise you are all talk. And with the
upcoming full boundary revisions, it will
become very clear if you are serious about
equity or if you are pretending. The
community is getting wiser on equity, and
we will be watching and ready to hold you
accountable to your words and policies.

Do Not Support
Options schools should not be moved; it
disproportionately impacts their students
relative to others. Instead, they should be
converted to neighborhood schools with
the option for others to attend. This will
allow Key to expand its enrollment and
better serve the growing Roslyn community
as a neighborhood and options school.

Do Not Support

See above.

Support

Strongly Do Not Support
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

None

I don’t think it address long term growth.
APS would have to re‐draw boundaries
soon due to growth. Too many changes and
the boundaries don’t make sense.

This option focuses on Columbia pike,
which is good. It forces Kessler kids to
change schools and it addresses the Roslyn
issue.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

None

This would be terrible for my school
(Barcroft) by destroying our community
and concentrating poor children without
assistance from white collar families not
working multiple minimum wage jobs.

ATS site (new Key) and Claremont can
retain an east‐west divide for immersion
boundaries.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Avoiding upheaval and the accompanying
revolt from parents.

Inefficient use of available space and many Keeping students from their schools
students reassigned to new school.
together while redistributing the option
schools in a more effective way and
balancing out the availability of seats
countywide. Overcrowded schools like
Abingdon are able to reduce numbers.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

Why are the boundaries created like this?
Why not start by figuring out how many
kids can walk to a school, before making
changes that result in "Nearly half of
neighborhood schools would lose some of
their walkable planning units;" and "Almost
700 students who currently could walk to
their neighborhood schools would be
eligible for bus transportation, adding
approximately 12 buses to our fleet of
almost 200 buses." It seems like these
proposed boundaries are not sufficient if
they don't address the transportation issue.

See above. This doesn't seem like a good
attempt at a representative boundary
scenario. Also, it doesn't address the core
problem of not creating any additional
seats.
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11/7/2019 I am an APS Staff Member

Unclear
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

This is great. I think moving Campbell to a Campbell parents will be grumpy and north
central location is great as long as you can Arlington might be upset that both
adapt the ATS building to have gardens and immersions are in south Arlington.
outside classrooms. We didn’t get into
Campbell and my hope would be they can
grown if they move buildings. Having 3
kindergarten classes made it hard to get in
on the lottery. The school is growing in
popularity. Locating the immersion school
where Spanish speaking kids live will help
make the program stronger and keep it
true to the model. Moving Carlin springs is
good bc then the majority of kids can walk
there instead of cross the dangerous Carlin
springs road.

McKinley does not have good bus locations. East west immersion boundary retained.
Summer school was complicated there last
summer.

This is an awful idea for South Arlington
schools. Barcroft in 2013 was finally
beginning to experience poor children
make academic gains. Then the Arlington
Mill housing was added, and teachers could
not keep up with the overwhelming needs
our school population had. We continue to
struggle to this day, as 73% of 4th graders
DID NOT PASS the Virginia Studies SOL last
year. Proposal 2 would add even more
needs to the Barcroft community that just
can't manage so many students that are so
far behind. It would also make the school at
the Campbell site have an even higher FRL
rate. APS, we love diversity...and healthy
diversity must include middle class families
alongside poor families. Proposal 2 would
create greater segregation, would widen
your already significant achievement gaps,
and likely ultimately lead to schools losing
their accreditation. Please stop proposals
that so obviously hurt poor children.

Strongly Support

Support

Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Focus on socio economic demographics and
the incredible disparity in APS.

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Support

Strongly Do Not Support

I cannot see how any of the proposals will
effect my own children. I feel like I'm being
"fooled" by being asked to provide input
when I don't have the most important
piece of information....how will each
proposal affect my children. I wonder if you
are withholding facts so you can garner
support for concepts, and then you will
make/announce the most important
decisions after this consultation period.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Look at the buildings themselves. Where
can additions be easily added.? How can
this boundary process be used to improve
diversity and equity in APS? This would
include PTA resources and opportunities
afforded to north Arlington schools.

Students who could currently walk to
school may have to take a bus.

Both of the options are great ideas and I
am in support of either one because they
ultimately rebalance the schools with
minimal disruption while keeping student
bodies together.

It is not accurate to call Key a county‐wide
option school. It only pulls students from
part of the county and this proposal puts
Key outside that zone, forcing all of the
students to be bused. How much will this
cost?

This proposal grows ATS, but seems to
shrink Carlin Springs and Key. This option
also appears to involuntarily cram the
Carlin Springs population into one of the
oldest school buildings (Campbell). Has ATS
considered this change using the Equity
lens? On the face it, that doesn't seem fair.
The option also seems to undermine the
Expeditionary Learning model at Campbell.
Will the Campbell program be
fundamentally changed or will the county
attempt to replace those facilities at the
ATS building? How much would this cost?

It is not accurate to call Key a county‐wide
option school. It only pulls students from
part of the county and this proposal puts
Key outside that zone, forcing all of the
students to be bused. Has the county
considered how many students may not
transfer? Per the county transfer
information, Jamestown/Taylor/ASF kids
make up 378 of the 709 kids at Key. Many
families may not be able to send their kids
all the way across the county for school.
This will erode the immersion program and
mean more overcrowding of neighborhood
schools. Option 2 also concentrates the
immersion programs in one part of the
county‐‐which will likely lead to less diverse
immersion programs in the long run. Has
APS asked the staff of the effected schools
if they are willing to move?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

There is a very real possibility that students Neutral
and staff will not move with the school to
another site. Parents and staff choose
option schools for a number of reasons‐‐
including location. Dismissing this reality
under the guise that "option schools can be
located anywhere" is missing a huge reality
for parents. If the moves are not limited
and carefully considered, then the county
may end up altering the balance of option
and neighborhoods schools with
unintended consequences all around.

Support

Unclear
Carlin Sorings is outside of te boundary,
expensive busses. Too many students will
have transitions, which will have social
emotional implications and likely lead to an
excess of transfer requests.

Similar as above, but with less drastic
impacts

Unclear

Same as above. However, Campbell's site is
specific to the special projects of the school
and likely can't be replicated elsewhere.
The students there are invested in and take
ownership over their grounds and the
message being sent to them is that the
adults are takin this away from them.
Furthermore, it would seem that the Carlin
Springs students, who are the most
disadvantaged (per F/R lunch rates) will be
moving to what is rumored to be the worst
building in the county. Also, Key would be
relatively close to Claremont. It doesn't
seem to make much sense that there are
two Immersion schools concentrated in the
south along Rt. 7 with no program in the
north.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

Neutral

The area for Reed looks quite large; I worry It's nice that most of the Mck families stay
about that school opening at full capacity together.
from Day 1.

The Westover/Madison Manor/Tara‐
Leeway neighborhoods are also quite
dense. How do you avoid overcrowding
when you lose a neighborhood school in
the middle of a dense neighborhood? I'm
not convinced there is real value in an
option school like ATS when this area
desperately needs more spaces at
neighborhood schools.

The Westover/Madison Manor/Tara‐
Leeway neighborhoods are also quite
dense. How do you avoid overcrowding
when you lose a neighborhood school in
the middle of a dense neighborhood? I'm
not convinced there is real value in an
option school like ATS when this area
desperately needs more spaces at
neighborhood schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

How the loss of a neighborhood school
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined would impact the community
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

I suppose it moves less children than
Option 2. But frankly that makes Option 2
look a straw man to get more support for
Option 1.

I think the current proposals seem to
involve moving a large number of students
and altering/destroying (in the case of
McKinley) entire student populations,
without a clear understanding of the
benefits and the consequences of these
changes. The promotional video touted
that kids that would come off the waiting
list at ATS, but without discussing what
would happen to the excess population
from Carlin Springs when it moves to
Campbell. And if lowering transportation
costs is the goal, then why was this not
discussed in the promotional video or
slides? Exactly how many buses are "saved"
under these options? How long will the bus
rides be for the kids who have to go all the
way across the county?

Option schools increase transportation
costs and take away resources from
neighborhood schools from which children
can walk ‐‐ at least on the elementary
school level. Moving ATS to McKinley
would increase transportation costs as the
school is less central than ATS' current
location.

Support

Do Not Support

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Neutral

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Equality
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

Support

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Neutral

Support

How the option school use its current
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined building and space compared to what
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) advantages or disadvantages the new
building would offer.
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Do Not Support

1) Bus low income students to available
seats in north Arlington schools — either
through a boundary process or
application/lottery system 2) Stand up new
option schools 3) Focus on spreading out
low performing students into high
performing schools

NO MORE OPTION SCHOOLS! ALL SCHOOLS Strongly Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined MUST HAVE THE SAME LEARNING
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) OPPORTUNITIES!
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support

NO MORE OPTION SCHOOLS! ALL SCHOOLS
MUST HAVE THE SAME LEARNING
OPPORTUNITIES!

fill existing building to capacity. new
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined buildings should be designated
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) neighborhood schools.
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Support

eliminate or reduce option programs and
use those buildings for neighborhood
schools. option programs can be
reintroduced in the future when APS has
the baseline number of seats for all
students.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Keep school communities together as much Some Mckinley students will not get to
Keep school communities together as much Some McKinley students will not be able to
move with their peers to Reed. It is unclear
as possible. Create a new neighborhood
move with their peers to Reed. It is unclear as possible. Create a new school in an
what would happen to these students.
school in an overcrowded area.
what would happen to these students.
overcrowded area. Nice the immersion
program to an area that has more Spanish
speakers.

return Key to a neighborhood school in a
high population neighborhood
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or
High School Student in APS

I favor proposal 1, because it creates more Need for more buses (which are expensive)
seats and involves fewer moves than
and a lot of traffic around McKinley at drop
proposal 2.
off and pick up.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am an Arlington resident without school‐
age children

ASFS is located within its boundary

multiple boundary changes, schools not
with in boundary to name a few
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11/7/2019 I am an APS Student

Most schools stay where they are.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

This scenario helps to better diversify the
schools ethnically and racially. The cost of
and the need for bussing is a non‐factor
when it creates opportunity and access for
the poor. Until ALL Arlington elementary
schools are equally successful, “walk zones”
are just a politically correct excuse to keep
the rich away from the poor.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS

NO MORE OPTION SCHOOLS! ALL SCHOOLS NO MORE OPTION SCHOOLS! ALL SCHOOLS NO MORE OPTION SCHOOLS! ALL SCHOOLS NO MORE OPTION SCHOOLS! ALL SCHOOLS NO MORE OPTION SCHOOLS! ALL SCHOOLS NO MORE OPTION SCHOOLS! ALL SCHOOLS Use all existing elementary schools to full
MUST HAVE THE SAME LEARNING
MUST HAVE THE SAME LEARNING
MUST HAVE THE SAME LEARNING
MUST HAVE THE SAME LEARNING
MUST HAVE THE SAME LEARNING
MUST HAVE THE SAME LEARNING
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
OPPORTUNITIES!
OPPORTUNITIES!
OPPORTUNITIES!
OPPORTUNITIES!
OPPORTUNITIES!
OPPORTUNITIES!
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

What happens to the families that are not
I have yet to see a good reason why
Mckinley is the best school to move. There moving with Mckinley?
are other schools that could also move.

This seems like an extreme scenario that
you are using so the the remainder of the
scenarios involving school swaps seem
more reasonable. How about trying this
option again with more common sense?

I have yet to see a good reason why
What happens to the families that are not
Mckinley is the best school to move. There moving with Mckinley?
are other schools that could also move.

where do the other McKinley kids go? Why
McKinley? Move ATS into the new Reed
building.

Put both Immersion schools in South
Arlington? same problem as proposal #1
with ATS move ATS to South Arlington

Some schools aren’t in their boundaries.
ATS has a bigger building
People loose the ability to walk Majority of
kids get moved to a new school.

People aren’t going to want to move Not as
many people are going to be able to walk

Kids will be moved and so will county wide Use all existing elementary schools to full
schools
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

The focus on Columbia Pike schools. It is
Resistant from vocal northern Arlington
parents who expect to get their way and do criminal how APS allows such a disparity to
exist between north Arlington schools and
not want to diversify the student
south Arlington schools. Do better.
populations at their schools racially or
economically.

Saving money and less student movement, This proposal continues to section off poor
The movement of the option schools.
children creating just another low quality
Parents send their kids to options schools neither of which should be a sufficient
justification to create such chaotic school
south Arlington school.
because the option school is better than
movement.
their neighborhood school. The focus
should be on making neighborhood schools
better or creating additional option
schools. Expanding seats in existing
programs is a half solution. If ATS is so
popular, why not create a second ATS? Why
allow such exclusivity to even exist?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Minimize building new schools because
each AOS construction project kills mature
trees and eliminates green space (Fleet is
probably the only exception but after
community opposition and CB not
approving the original design). APS should
explore all options (moving schools,
redrawing boundaries, introducing shifts,
etc.) before building new schools.

Strongly Support

See above
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am an APS Staff Member
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am an
Arlington resident without school‐age
children
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
in PreK in APS
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or
High School Student in APS ,Other (Please
specify) : A parent of students who are
transfers to another neighborhood school.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

More diversity and impact is spread among Losing neighborhood cohesion, walkability, Fewer logistics to figure out, less impact on Doesn’t work toward Columbia Pike needs
a larger group of people.
and more kids impacted.
McKinley community.

At first I didn’t understand this, but the
panel discussion helped. I love this, I like
putting Carlin Springs walkable to the
community and love the idea of increasing
the number of native Spanish speakers who
could access Key.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Neighborhood schools need to remain a
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined priority. People can say that the lottery is
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) equitable but it is not.
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Neutral

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Campbell would lose access to Long Branch Use all existing elementary schools to full
Nature Center
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

As we try to encourage more walkers we
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined should also enhance the safety of trails,
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) sidewalks leading to schools.
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

The biggest hurdle is how do you have
Campbell at the ATS site? Are there any
other options? Wish Campbell could move
to Taylor or Jamestown ‐ I forgot which one
had the amazing outdoor learning space
already but one does. Seems like it would
be amazing to move to that quadrant
instead because ATS has no nature ‐ it has a
McDonalds. As much as I think Carlin
Springs deserves a walkable school and
really should be first in line for one ‐ I think
Campbell’s location should be revisited.
Why not put Campbell at McKinley and
leave ATS? McKinley is at least a little more
woodsy...I believe there will be more
demand for the outdoor learning program
than ATS. What did the pathways data
yield? Was outdoor learning on the list of
ideas to consider expanding?

rip off the bandaid now and make
sweeping changes at once rather that
piecemeal over several years

I like it that south Fairlington stays with
Abingdon in this scenario.

Losing walkable planning units for
neighborhood schools.

Immersion in central location,
neighborhood schools would have more
seats

More neighborhood school seats

Locating Campbell where more families can
better access the school. It seems that
Campbell has outgrown its current location
as my child for the second year has lunch at
10:00AM. Carlin Springs community will
have an option for Immersion, which
should increase the participation of native
speakers in the program. Campbell location
is walking distance to several densely
populated neighborhoods.

Are you sure people still want option
school? Do people on wait list really want
to go or are they just applying to schools
because that’s what we do in Arlington. If
option schools are in a neighborhood do
those students living in neighborhood get
priority? Feel like we should remove ATS
and keep McKinley and open up Reed. Feel
like we should focus on improving all
neighborhood schools and maybe we
wouldn’t need option schools.

Poverty is concentrated in only a few of
Arlington’s schools. The FARMs rates for
these schools are significantly higher than
at other schools.

McKinley does not have an adequate bus
loop to be an option school. My son did
summer enrichment school at McKinley
and the bus area was a complete disaster.
ATS would no longer be centrally located.

Concentrated poverty in a few schools will
make the non poor schools even better.

Support

Don't create "islands" when restructuring
school boundaries

Strongly Support

Neutral

Same as above I think we need to revaluate Use all existing elementary schools to full
and see if option schools are still necessary. capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
Focus should be on neighborhood schools. growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support
I don’t think we need option schools. We
need to focus on the needs of our
neighborhood communities. I think the
reason why people attend option schools is
their current school is overcrowded or it’s
walking distance to their house.

Strongly Support

Revaluate whether or not option schools
are necessary.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Support
Current students chose to attend option
schools due to the proximity to their
homes. They may not want to move across
the county to continue attending the same
school. Waitlist composition will change if
option school locations change.

Strongly Support

Reconsider the ASFS ‐ Key school swap.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

The diversity in a school. When we favor
Neutral
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined walkability over other factors, we segregate
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) our schools even more.
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support

This issue is because APS promised
Westover that Reed would be a
neighborhood school. What if instead the
Reed site hosted a 2nd ATS program? The
waitlist for ATS is very long ‐ I would
imagine that increasing the number of
seats in an ATS program would be very
popular. Arlington county continues to
concentrate poverty on Columbia Pike.
There needs to be a halt on affordable
housing on the pike and instead affordable
housing needs to be built along Lee
highway. Glebe, Key, and Taylor can
accommodate more poverty. Randolph,
Barcroft, and Carlin Springs/Campbell can
not.

The representative boundaries scenario
isn’t useful since it doesn’t show the new
representative boundary for the new
neighborhood school at the Key school. It is
not possible to consider the ramifications
of Proposal 1 and 2 independent of the
upcoming boundary changes. Please add in
the new boundaries for Key and re‐post the
questionnaire.

Choice schools stay where they are. ATS
continues to be centrally locates.

If McKinley moves to Reed, rename Reed as Neutral
McKinley Elementary School, so that the
McKinley name does not disappear.
McKinley is part of our neighborhood
history. My children have a brick in the
pathway to the flag. The brick was
purchased back in 2005 or 2006. I know the
brick will be forgotten if the school moves.
But could the name of the school move
with the children to Reed.Years ago, I was
part of a push to eliminate ATS as a choice
school and make it a neighborhood school.
The idea of a traditional school should have
disappeared when the open classroom or
open school idea disappeared. All schools
nowadays are basically traditional. There is
no longer a need for a special school with
that name.

I still say think about Campbell moving to
Taylor or Jamestown. One of those schools
has a well developed outdoor learning
capacity. That had to help minimize costs.
Carlin springs should be walkable! ATS is
next to a McDonalds ‐ that is not fair to
Campbell.

Campbell leverages their courtyard and
wetlands for their outdoor classroom.
These areas are assets to campbell and do
not exist at the ATS site. Campbell has
many walking field trips to the long branch
nature center. These trips would not be
feasible at the ATS site. This plan
concentrates poverty in a very few schools.
Campbell would lose its diversity (a
wonderful asset) if moved out of south
Arlington. The new neighborhood school at
Campbell would have a very high FARMs
rate. Barcroft’s FARMs rate would also rise.
Last I checked, barcroft’s SOL passing rates
were very poor ‐ this plan would make the
SOL passing rate even worse.

Issues with busses.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Support

I am very concerned that this proposal does
not take into account future growth In the
Westover area. McKinley is already
overcrowded and this part of the county
needs more neighborhood schools, not two
choice schools. There is excess, untapped
space in the 22207 zip code that should be
better utilized. This also seems to require
and awful lot of movement.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

I think the need for neighborhood schools Strongly Support
should trump option schools. Option
schools are just that ‐ options. If there is
not sufficient space, it is not an option.
Neighborhood schools should not be forced
to experience disruption or overcrowding
to accommodate option schools.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Giving Rosslyn families a walkable or transit‐ More option school communities will be
accessible neighborhood school should be a affected for little benefit compared to
Proposal 1. I do not understand why
goal in the school district, and this option
does that. More Spanish‐speaking families creating more neighborhood schools will
might be attracted to the central location actually make it more likely that students
that live in a walk zone now are eligible for
of "Key?" Immersion. Moving option
a bus ‐ shouldn't it create more walkers?
schools to create true neighborhood
schools and making options more central
just makes sense.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Some students will not choose to remain at Strongly Support
the option school if it moves. They might
like the options curriculum, but the
location of the school was also a plus for
them when they made their decisions.

None. Students should not be forced out of Option schools have no choices‐ a forced
schools.
move. Too many students moving. Lack of
choices. Too soon to make this decision.
Survey is skewed.

Students forced to move schools.

Lack of diversity in schools. Two immersion
schools In the same neighborhood is plain
stupid. Moving big programs to small
schools is plain stupid. Too many relics
tables. Very poor community engagement.
Too much kowtowing to a minority of rich
white parents.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Not filling this out. These values are not
ranked in any order of importance. This is
skewed to give pre‐determined answers.
Very poor survey. Very poor engagement
with all communities on this

All of the challenges with the upper crust
parents and people getting bused past
schools to get to school

Makes more seats, makes things more
efficient

Lots of entitled parents wanting meetings
with School Board members and making
Colin Brown's life hard

So much seats created, so much money
saved on transportation, de‐centralizes
poverty at C.Springs a little, with new
boundaries

Two immersion programs close together in Use all existing elementary schools to full
southwest corner, creates a north/south
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
weird immersion map, entitled parents still growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
make Colin Brown's life hard
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

None.

Higher costs for APS. Displacement of
school communities. Continued
STEM/STEAM program redundancy
between the zones for Taylor & ASFS.
Disconnected boundaries for Ashlawn &
McKinley. Busing of students that can
currently walk to school.

Keep more McKinley students together;
Allow about 100 more students, including
siblings, to enroll in ATS from its waitlist;
Create neighborhood seats in high‐growth
Rosslyn area;

Change for students and families of
relocated schools. Less disruption of
neighborhood school walking zones. Less
cost for additional busing Removal of
immersion school that serves local
population with access to public
transportation (bus & metro)

Keep more McKinley students together;
Allow about 100 more students, including
siblings, to enroll in ATS from its waitlist;
Move the majority of Carlin Springs
students to a walkable neighborhood
school at Campbell; Create neighborhood
seats in high‐growth Rosslyn area; Allow
future capital efforts to focus on Columbia
Pike area Less students shifted from
walking to busing. (What is the new overall
bus count?)

Move Key Immersion within 2 miles of
Claremont immersion creation
concentration focused only on where
Spanish speaking population lives. Non‐
spanish speaking population also attend
immersion schools. Concentrating schools
to one demographic will create inequity in
resources and performance.

Maybe diversity

Arlington promotes walkability yet this
scenario reduces walk ability. I think close
proximity to the school is important!
Bussing more children doesn’t seem like a
good idea.

Maybe the better community for Reed
school families

I’ve heard that low income children who
attend Key May not find a new location
convenient and would therefore not
attend.

Families in key and Campbell
neighborhoods could have a community
school.

Bussing kids to the new key location
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11/7/2019 I am an APS Staff Member

Students cannot walk to the school they
attend. APS would need more buses and
recently it tried to reduce the amount of
buses.

McKinley students stay together.

Too many students would need to take a
bus.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

It’s interesting that the boundaries in 22207
are all perfectly drawn and they get really
messy as you move south. I wonder what
this map would look like if you drew the
boundaries from the south and worked
your way north.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) The communities at the option schools will
in PreK in APS
be happy and not feel like their program is
being disrespected, downsized or otherwise
adversely affected.

The loss of walkers and surplus of bussed
kids is unacceptable. Children who live in a
highly walkable neighborhood like Rosslyn
deserve a walkable school. Those families
have created a walkable lifestyle that
benefits the entire county, and the school
district should value that as well.
Additionally, moving up to 40% of the
student population is going to cause an
uproar throughout the entire county.

Giving Rosslyn families a walkable or transit‐ If this results in less total seats for
accessible neighborhood school should be a immersion, the Key community is going to
be unhappy for more reasons than just
goal in the school district, and this option
does that. More Spanish‐speaking families moving. 23% of students moving is still a
might be attracted to the central location lot. I do not understand why creating more
neighborhood schools will actually make it
of "Key?" Immersion. Moving option
more likely that students that live in a walk
schools to create true neighborhood
zone now are eligible for a bus ‐ shouldn't it
schools and making options more central
create more walkers?
just makes sense.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Students will have to be moved from the
schools they attend.

Moving immersion shows a lack of
foresight in dealing with diversity. It is
classist and borderline racist. Very
disappointed in the choices and process.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

None
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

The option schools are moved to make
space for neighborhood schools.

I am very concerned that this proposal does
not take into account future growth In the
Westover area. McKinley is already
overcrowded and this part of the county
needs more neighborhood schools, not two
choice schools. There is excess, untapped
space in the 22207 zip code that should be
better utilized.

Support

Support

Strongly Support

Arlington county may need to face the
tough question of whether it can still
support option schools given its current
growth projections. We all pay taxes and
neighborhood schools should not suffer so
a select few can have option schools.
Arlington county should examine the
specific schools that have excess capacity
today and determine how to better utilize
that capacity rather than grouping in ad
hoc zones.

Neutral

Strongly Support

Consider allowing transfers for
kindergarteners entering in the 2020‐2021
school year to attend the neighborhood
school where they will most likely be
assigned after the boundary realignment
for 2021‐2022. This option (especially from
an over‐enrolled school to an under‐
enrolled school) would ease the anxiety of
an entire 1/6 of Arlington students from
not having to start at a new school two
years in a row.

Strongly Do Not Support

Do this properly. Talk to people instead If
lame online surveys that only SOME people
can do. Be equitable. Value students. Value
communities. Value diversity. This is
shameful.

Rip the band aid off. Show the cost savings. Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined Emphasize to entitled parents that Drew,
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) Oakridge, and Hoffman Boston are doing
just fine.
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Support

Make a video about Hoffman Boston's first
year with new boundaries ‐ ask kids about
how much they've missed their friends who
moved to Drew and Fleet (they'll be like "I
have new friends!") and kids who moved
from Oakridge to Hoffman Boston how it's
going ("It's going great!") and whether they
miss their old school ("What was my old
school called again?") etc.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Connection of the school to it's community. Support
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined If an option school, central location that
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) attracts families across the county for
equitable access to resources.
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Review of existing schools (even those with
recent capital construction) for
opportunities to right‐size for FUTURE (10+
year) projected growth. New, expanded
and modernized schools should not open at
or above capacity. Review of all schools to
evaluate equitable availability of specialty
programs (steam‐Taylor, ASFS,
sustainability‐Discovery) to more than local
neighborhood. More direct (not virtual)
engagement with APS communities. This
effort provides limited and rushed
opportunities for in person engagement
with APS administration before decision is
made in February.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Strongly Do Not Support

Support

Strongly Support

ATS isn't really more central than Key; Key
is actually closer to Route 50; they are
about the same East‐West moving three
entire schools! emotional toll of students

present more non‐Immersion options to
North Arlington

lack of option school balance in South
Arlington lose balance of English and
Spanish speakers in Spanish Immersion
programs moving three schools at the same
time

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

are students from across the county
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined applying or students who live in close
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) proximity to option school?
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Support

Support

have courageous conversations with
County officials who approve zoning about
slowing growth if 38% of the student body
needs to move at the same timemeeting
needs of students across the County
including those who do not have strong
parental advocatesbalance options and
seats across North and South Arlington

None, but I'm sure you made it that way on It's awful for many reasons ‐ basically by all This seems like a reasonable approach to
purpose
the APS criteria.
address the crowding issues.

Moving schools is never preferred, but the
moves are minimal.

This is a joke, right? Any opportunities are Just a terrible, awful proposal. Not only are
far outweighed by moving so many schools you moving way too many schools around,
but why on Earth would you put 2
around.
Immersion schools in such close proximity?
Plus, moving Campbell from an area with a
Nature Center next door makes no sense
whatsoever.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Projections and a plan for the next 5‐10
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined years should be the key consideration, but
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) there must also be a threshold of value to
justify moving a school.
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Neutral

Balancing free and reduced lunch rates
cannot be an afterthought. APS should not
bus elementary students all over the
county to address it; however, APS should
try to move schools closer to the
countywide average rather than farther
away whenever possible.

Creativity— crossing Route 50 for
boundaries should not be an absolute no.

Additional VPI seats could be made
APS is pitting one part of Westoever over
another by making McKinley move. APS has available in the ATS program to match the
not provided data that moving Key will
FRL rate of other choice schools.
actually attract more Spanish speakers.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Do Not Support

Please stop creating low performing
schools by concentrating poor children in
those schools. You can’t ask teachers and
administrators to fix the messes you made
that made these achievement gaps. Please
consider the educational needs of African
Americans children too. Could Reed be a
second ATS program? Or Tuckahoe? Or
Barcroft? Are there other items APS could
cut to pay for transportation‐ perhaps hold
off on IPADS until 5th grade? What analysis
was done on other schools regarding
immersion? Why not put immersion in a
location Latinos can walk to easily?

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Neutral

Strongly Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 1 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Support

Neutral

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 3 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 6

Long waitlist that could fill building to
Costs. Impact on the school community.
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 3 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Strongly Do Not Support

Do Not Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 5 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Strongly Support

Strongly Support
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cost of buses lack of balance of seats within
11/7/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent pleasing people who do not like change
the county more than 1/3 students re‐
or Guardian of an Elementary Student in
students will not have to change schools,
assigned
APS enrolled in an option school
teachers, friends, etc. opportunity to talk
with County officials or whoever approves
zoning permits to slow the rate of growth
when more than 1/3 of student population
needs to move
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Middle or High School
Student in APS
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of an Elementary Student in APS
enrolled in an option school , I am the
Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet
in PreK

84
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
not yet in PreK
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school

A major opportunity for both school move
Proposals 1 and 2 is to find a permanent
home for ATS that can accommodate more
of the demand for the school's valued
traditional program. It appears that serious
consideration is being given to eliminating
ATS, and its traditional program, as an
option school. I think that would be a huge
mistake. The huge demand for spots at ATS
and the resultant long waiting list are
concrete evidence of the value that ATS
provides. Eliminating ATS and this value
would be shortsighted. Moving ATS to
McKinley, where more seats are available,
would allow more APS families to take
advantage of the value that ATS provides
while also preserving ATS and its traditional
program within the APS elementary school
offering for the long haul and without
having to displace students, at a school
where "community" is a strong focus, from
the school building to exterior trailers.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Middle or There are opportunities in this scenario to Moving that many kids.
High School Student in APS
readjust the neighborhood school
boundaries to have them make more
sense. I would also encourage
grandfathering. I think option schools
should not move. It is costly and disruptive
and does not offer a long term solution as
demand for seats will always be moving
around the county. What about creating a
new option school at Reed? How does that
impact the boundaries discussion?

Why are we not just moving Key to Reed? What does this do to the other
What does this do to the other
neighborhood boundaries? The map shows
neighborhood boundaries? The map shows Why also disrupt ATS and McKinley? Will
the school moves but not the boundaries.
the school moves but not the boundaries. Key fit into the current ATS building? You
celebrate the fact that Key will be
"centrally located" but fail to mention that
a currently centrally located option school,
ATS, will no longer be centrally located.
How many option school students are
relocated? Please add that number to the
impacts. These are APS students, just like
the neighborhood students and the impact
on them should be recognized.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

Some of these theoretical boundaries
would worsen racial and sociology
economic segregation in APS Schools.

balance North Arlington opportunity to talk
with County officials or whoever approves
zoning permits to slow the rate of growth
when almost 1/4 of student population
needs to move

This would allow ATS to take in more kids
off its waitlist as well as additional VPI
students, such that the ATS FRL rate could
match other option schools such as
Campbell and Claremont.

I approve this plan.
I am upset by the planned scenario to
redraw the McKinley school zone. The new
map looks like a gerrymandered political
map which is going to mean more buses,
fewer kids walking to school and more
pollution. Also, the addition of many lower
income areas into the McKinley district
could significantly impact the current
education quality at the school. Why is this
fair for families who have spent a lot of
money to specifically live in this district.
Please reconsider!

75 years ago the Supreme Court ruled
against ‘separate but equal.’ In theory,
Arlington integrated. However, APS
continues to support institutionalized
segregation with proposals such as this
one. Turning Campbell into a neighborhood
school would have a terrible impact on
poor children. Both in a new neighborhood
school with smaller capacity and for the
surrounding neighborhood schools. Black
and brown children deserve to be in
integrated schools that are not
overwhelmed by so many needs. They also
deserve to have PTA resources. Decades of
educational data supports that socio
economic diversity is beneficial for all
students and that concentrated poverty
leads to poor outcomes. The nice white
person vision of walkability should never
trump academic opportunity. Please stop
hurting poor children. Please take a look at
the City of Alexandria’s problems; don’t
create a similar Jefferson Houston ES here
in Arlington because you value ‘walkability.’

I approve this plan.

What are the costs of all of these moves ‐
not just the financial but also the disruption
to the schools and their communities?
Schools are more than buildings, they
become a home, a part of the school
community and culture. This is a significant
disruption and cost. What is the goal? Why
so many moving parts? Why move Key so
close to Claremont? Is there that much
demand for Spanish immersion in that part
of the county? Will the families follow who
will then live so far away? Why move
Campbell Expeditionary Learning away
from their nature center to location
without the same resources? Why is Reed
not becoming an option school? This is
really over the top.

Strongly Do Not Support
Socio economics. No school should be
above 50% FRL. Actual school facilities,
building designs, feasibility for additions,
traffic, outdoor spaces and curriculum.
Placement of VPI. Consideration for the
Interlude program and other special needs
programs. Costs.

Look at the impact of making Reed an
option school. What does that do to the
rest of the boundaries? The Reed
community has fought hard over the past
12+ years and have always been given what
they want, not what APS needed. It's time
to look at the Reed building and determine
what APS needs it to be and not let the
powerful neighborhood insist that it be a
neighborhood school, if that is not best for
the rest of APS. Why are we looking at
moving so many programs and not
considering Reed? Where you think you'll
build over the next 10 years.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
not yet in PreK
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
The only opportunity I see here is to
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
replace whatever team came up with this
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian nonsense and start over.
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

It's a challenge to my credibility, to be
honest. It feels like a disingenuous attempt
to manipulate people into accepting one of
the proposed alternatives by presenting
this as a worst case scenario.

I note you have included only the simplistic
graphic of the schools being moved, and
not the proposed boundaries. This makes a
full assessment impossible. Still, this is the
best option of the three. It is least
disruptive, at least on paper.

It is unclear from the information provided
what specific benefits will accrue from
these changes and whether in fact they
outweigh the disruption and cost of
shuffling these resources around.

This is even crazier than Proposal 1. I say
take the opportunity to toss this one out. It
feels like a shell game gone haywire.
Instead, let's rationalize the boundaries by
investing and even potentially rebuilding
some schools to increase capacity where
needed and projected.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren) Keep neighborhood schools walkable. Don't
not yet in PreK
rezone kids who can walk to school. No kid
should have to take a bus to school miles
away when they can easily walk to one
down the street.

Keep neighborhood schools walkable. Don't
rezone kids who can walk to school. No kid
should have to take a bus to school miles
away when they can easily walk to one
down the street.

Keep neighborhood schools walkable. Don't
rezone kids who can walk to school. No kid
should have to take a bus to school miles
away when they can easily walk to one
down the street.

Keep neighborhood schools walkable. Don't
rezone kids who can walk to school. No kid
should have to take a bus to school miles
away when they can easily walk to one
down the street.

Keep neighborhood schools walkable. Don't
rezone kids who can walk to school. No kid
should have to take a bus to school miles
away when they can easily walk to one
down the street.
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

Too disruptive

Like this best. Immersion school in central
location would be better than current
options.
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Keeping option schools where they are is
11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
better for some option programs more
option school , I am the Parent or Guardian than others. ATS would benefit from being
of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK
at a larger site with a higher capacity. Key
would suffer if it was moved far from its
current location to a smaller site with less
capacity (as proposed in proposals 1 and 2).
Keeping option schools where they are is
the only way to keep those school
populations together. If you move the
option schools some or many of those
students will opt to change to their
neighborhood school, contrary to the
county's assumption. To illustrate this point
many families in the immersion program in
North Arlington choose to send their
children to the neighborhood middle
school instead of Gunston at the southern
most point of Arlington, simply because of
proximity and convenience. Also important
to note is that the populations at option
schools reside in the immediate vicinity of
the schools or in bordering neighborhood
school districts. Proximity is everything.

As the county outlines in its plan the
challenge is that many students will have to
move to a different neighborhood School.
Considering proposal 1 and 2, I think it's an
unfair assumption by the county, however
to say that option school students will stay
together and move to the new site as noted
above. This will result in a lot more
students changing schools than the county
is calculating for proposals 1and 2. Has the
county tried to take into account the extra
students that will be at those neighborhood
schools if option programs are moved? The
bottom line is that all three proposals will
results in a lot of kids changing schools. The
number of kids changing schools should not
be the only yardstick for grading each
proposal. I would argue walkability is one
of the most important factors for drawing
of neighborhood districts. And don't forget
that walkability isn't solely based on
proximity but also where the major roads
are. The walk zone ends at major roads for
elementary.

This is hugely beneficial to ATS and would
be extremely harmful to Key given
extremely limited capacity at ATS. Given
the importance of immersion in our
globalized world the county should rethink
this proposal and put Key at McKinley
instead which census data shows is also
close to many spanish‐speaking
populations.

ATS would not be centrally located within
county ‐ this may impact enrollment/who
enrolls. Doesn’t align with other APS goals
for diversity, free and reduced lunches,
walkability to neighborhood school

Boundaries should be drawn to support the boundaries don't all make sense and
walkable areas around schools, then
overlap each other
adjusted for capacity

Frees up a neighborhood school in Roslyn
area

Neighborhood schools in the
McKinley/Glebel/Reed area still look to be
over crowded. Move ATS or Key to Reed
since it will be empty. Seems to get rid of
McKinley all together which doesn't seem
necessary.

Same as above

This is slightly better for Key in terms of site
As noted above, the Key program would
have to shrink drastically and immediately. capacity, but still worse than staying put or
Key also has a long waitlist. The other issue moving Key to McKinley. ATS is the clear
winner again in this scenario.
with both this proposal and the 2nd
proposal is that Key is zoned to specific
neighborhoods and Claremont to others.
Any proposal to move Key will inevitably
trigger a need to revisit how Key and
Claremont geographically divide up the
populations they serve. It's obvious the
county has not even considered this
complication. Also Key only recently
became an option school and is a de facto
neighborhood school currently serving the
population in the immediate vicinity as the
APS analysis demonstrates. A plurality of
kids attending Key (165) come from the
ASFS neighborhood immediately
surrounding the school. Almost all other
kids come from adjacent neighborhood
districts of Fleet, Ashlawn, Barrett, and
Taylor. In this context it is hard to imagine
the population of key will move "together"
as the county is assuming. This reality
upends the APS' assumptions.

Support

Neutral

Get the county board to purchase the old,
decrepit Febrey‐Lothrop house property.
That could be a fantastic, multi‐level
elementary school site.

Strongly Do Not Support
For option schools the integrity of the
programs and communities are paramount ‐
if those elements cannot be maintained,
you are not moving a school, you are
destroying it and creating a new one. Also
consider the monetary costs of moving and
reconfiguring so many schools. The stress
and disruption to staff and families is also a
consideration.

Strongly Do Not Support

Try this exercise: Forget where the existing
schools are, forget their capacity and
walkability restrictions. If you were starting
from the ground up, what would make the
most sense for the placement of
neighborhood schools? Map that, then
compare it to the existing infrastructure.
Look for a compromise where possible, and
for ways to move toward that ideal state
without sacrificing the individuality of the
option schools.

Keep neighborhood schools walkable. Don't Neutral
rezone kids who can walk to school. No kid
should have to take a bus to school miles
away when they can easily walk to one
down the street.

Strongly Support

Keep neighborhood schools walkable. Don't
rezone kids who can walk to school. No kid
should have to take a bus to school miles
away when they can easily walk to one
down the street.

Strongly Do Not Support

Do Not Support

The plans do not clearly take into account
the ATS model and all of the benefits it
brings to its population and the Arlington
student population at large. This survey
doesn’t recognize the value of a county
wide program and it seems the
school/concept of this award winning
program will be lost to the focus on
neighborhood schools. If that’s the was APS
is going, then more attention must be paid
to the low performing and neglected
schools in South Arlington. Diversity and
inclusion really does matter. That won’t
happen with the focus on neighborhood
schools only.

Busing, special needs of the building and
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined the moving school, walkable area,
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) minimizing impacted students
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Strongly Support

Boundaries need to be considered with
school moves; they shouldn't be done
separately.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
2 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

Support

Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 5 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 1

Neutral
Historical context, unintended
consequences of moving (many won't
move with the school but will stay at the
old building), Claremont's role vis a vis Key
(the schools work in tandem serving
different geographic parts of the county),
the importance of growing the immersion
program, which offers a real life skill that is
indispensable in today's globalized world.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 4 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

For one thing, Campbell and Carlin Springs
are across the street. It is a busy street, but
a pedestrian bridge or underpass, or even a
better intersection could make it more
walkable. Moving Campbell to the ATS site
is ridiculous. Outdoor learning is a huge
part of Campbell's focus, and ATS simply
does not offer access to a nature center
and habitat. Not to mention that Campbell
would likely lose a high proportion of the
local families (many of whom do walk).
Furthermore, moving Key to South
Arlington makes me uncomfortable. It
seems to further institutionalize the
cultural and economic divides in our
county. I would like to see the breakdown
of capacities by school facility to comment
further, as well as the proposed boundary
map.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Keep neighborhood schools walkable. Don't
rezone kids who can walk to school. No kid
should have to take a bus to school miles
away when they can easily walk to one
down the street.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 4

ATS would not be centrally located within
county ‐ this may impact enrollment/who
enrolls. Doesn’t align with other APS goals
for diversity, free and reduced lunches,
walkability to neighborhood school

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 3 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 2 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Impact on student population; impact on
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined enrollment; maintaining integrity of the
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP) school’s positive attributes
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Key becomes pretty close to Claremont. Do Use all existing elementary schools to full
we need two Spanish schools or can they
capacity: 6 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
be combined into one bigger building?
growth areas: 4 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 5 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Many of these challenges I've already
mentioned above. I think the main
challenge here is that Carlin Springs is
geographically close to Claremont and
therefore the two immersion programs
would be concentrated in one location in
the county. This does not seem like optimal
planning, and what would it mean for how
Clermont and Key divide the county? While
APS does not consider location as an
important factor for options schools, it is a
fact that parents prefer to send their kids
to a school that's close by. LOOK at the
populations attending the option schools
and you will see that those populations
come from the immediate vicinity or
adjacent neighborhood districts. To assume
that those populations will "move
together" to the new site is misguided and
wrong. What estimate does APS have for
the number of current option kids who will
switch to neighborhood school? Has that
been taken into account when considering
capacity needed at the various
neighborhood schools?

Strongly Support

When considering bus transportation and
walk zones, please keep in mind that these
are not determined by proximity alone but
by the urban fabric in which the school is
located. All elementary school walk zones
are determined limited by the major roads
around the school. As a policy elementary
school children do not cross such roads and
therefore are entitled to bus transportation
even if they reside less than a mile from
the school. In light of climate change crisis
and the obesity epidemic, walkability to
school should be the number one priority
determining neighborhood school districts.

95

96

11/7/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in an
option school
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11/8/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school
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98

11/8/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school , I am the Parent or
Guardian of an Elementary Student in APS
enrolled in an option school , I am the
Parent or Guardian of a Middle or High
School Student in APS
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99

11/8/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of an
Elementary Student in APS enrolled in a
neighborhood school

99

100

11/8/2019 I am the Parent or Guardian of a Child(ren)
not yet in PreK

100

101

11/8/2019 I am an APS Staff Member , I am the Parent
or Guardian of a Child(ren) not yet in PreK

I'm not sure I even understand this
scenario. Will there be a school swap
between ASFS and Key? It seems like
there's need for a neighborhood school in
the Rosslyn/Courthouse/Clarendon
neighborhoods. I do not see any
opportunities with this scenario other than
not having to take away a school from the
western part of the county.

You're overcompromising for the
overcapacity in the northwestern quadrant
of the county by stretching the boundaries
of Mckinley and Ashlawn too far. They
won't even feel like neighborhood schools
anymore. I prefer releasing the excess
capacity in NW Arlington to an option
school ‐ and I live in NW Arlington.

As a neutral 3rd party unaffected by
boundary changes, I like this option. As a
tax payer, I prefer this option to #2 because
it involves fewer moves than option 2.
Kudos to the management and school
board for taking this long term approach ‐
it is actually solving a problem.

The challenge is that it affects a lot of
children. But this is inevitable since you
want to change the boundaries. Families
are happy at their schools and I don't think
they value walkability in the same way you
do. Many families walk even though they
are outside the walkable zones and some
families who are in the walkable zones
drive their kids because of their work
schedule. Walkability is not a priority for
my family.

More busing, which is already such a hassle
throughout the county

The only people who gain from this
proposal are the wealthy families as all
programs move to a larger or newer space
except for Key, who conveniently has more
Hispanics than the other schools involved.
This is preferred to the Carlin Srings move,
as it keeps Key central and it is metro
accessible for families who currently walk
to Key or use public transportation to get to
school.

Strongly Do Not Support

Too many school moves. Also, you're taking
away a Spanish immersion school from
North Arlington. The Spanish immersion
schools become concentrated in the
southwestern quadrant of the county which
seems unfair for a program that should be
countywide.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 2 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 6 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 1

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 3 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 4 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 1 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

This proposal would seriously negatively
affect the Key Elementary Spanish
Immersion Program. The Spanish
immersion program was based on the
principle that approximately 50% of the
students come from Spanish speaking
households while the other 50% come from
non Spanish speaking households. If the
Spanish immersion program were to
relocate, this would seriously detrimentally
affect the program as many Spanish
speaking households would opt to send
their kids to the neighborhood school
(which is non Spanish immersion) due to
lack of easily accessible private
transportation to and from school in case
of emergency and/or regular school
participation.

This would create serious challenges for
teachers who signed teaching contracts
with Key School for its location and
proximity to their homes/family. This
would cause unnecessary disruption to the
students who already attend Escuela Key
and for families who have moved to the
area specifically for the Spanish Immersion
Program at Key.

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
4 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 3 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 2

Don’t move Key School.
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Strongly Do Not Support

Strongly Do Not Support

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 4 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
6 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 1 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 5

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 1 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 2 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Neutral

Neutral

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 2 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 6 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 1 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
5 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 4 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 3

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 2 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 4 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 3 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
1 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Walkability for students, teacher:student
Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined ratio impacts, class size impact
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 3 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 2

Use all existing elementary schools to full
capacity: 5 , Meet needs for seats in high‐
growth areas: 1 , Keep as many students
together in each school community as
possible: 2 , Enable walking to
neighborhood schools as much as possible:
3 , Develop a plan that best utilizes existing
school facilities located on available land in
the County, which do not always match
where neighborhood seats are needed for
current and projected growth: 6 , Consider
strategies that will best address recent
student enrollment projections, which
indicate that up to three new elementary
schools may be needed in the next 10
years: 4

Long waitlist that could fill building to
capacity: 4 , Option school is clearly defined
in the PreK‐12 Instructional Pathways (IPP)
framework: 1 , Moving option schools to
increase access for more students: 2 ,
Moving to a site that can accommodate
current population (may include
relocatable classrooms): 3

Campbell needs to stay where it is now.
The school community and staff have made
that space perfect for the EL curriculum. It
has taken years to cultivate. Proximity to
nature center is also key.

I believe that you must first come up with
boundaries and then decide where option
schools would better serve the school
district. It is evident that the current
boundaries are working for the families but
not the school, so if you are trying to be
more efficient, changing the boundaries is
the place to start.

Option schools should be centrally located. Strongly Support
The current location of ATS is ideal as an
option school and would definitely fit the
purpose of another option school.
However, the location of Mckinley is not
ideal for an option school. Option schools
should be close to route 50 and near the
central part of the county. Current
locations of ATS, Barrett ES, Fleet ES and
Long Branch ES are ideal locations for
option schools ‐ to make them more
accessible to all. I'm saying this from the
perspective of the parent of kids in a option
school ‐ my kids are on the bus for 50 mins
each way and we drive a mile to get to our
bus stop. That's a long travel time for kids
to go to elementary school.

The relatively smaller proportion of people It is still solving a problem but requires
more school moves than proposal 1 and
that live within walking ditance of the
that's why I'd vote for propoal 1.
schools to be moved will be affected and
they will complian. In the larger scheme of
things, this is the best option you could
have proposed that work well for the
majority.

Again, the only ones who gain from this are
You are moving Key to a building that is
the wealthy North Arlington families.
significantly smaller, like 200 students
smaller. The idea that the children at Key,
many of which are Hispanic, can be moved
to a smaller older school and just placed in
relocatables, but the wealthy white kids of
North Arlington get moved to larger newer
schools just shows how you feel about
Hispanics. What will the Department of
Justice think about this?

This is your worst solution by far You are
moving Key to a smaller building, forcing
kids into reloacabables or shrinking the
program You move an option program so
far from it's location that it looses it's
students because families don't want to put
children on a bus for 45 minutes Making
Cambell a neighborhood school would
make it the highest number of free and
reduced lunches in the county The Carlin
Springs population already has the option
to apply to Claremont, why add another
immersion program here? Transportation
nightmare! SEGREGATION! Holly molly is
this a way to divide our already divided
county by putting both immersion
programs in the south You will destroy the
immersion program by doing this.
Enrollment is low at both immersion
schools because APS does a terrible job
getting the word out to Spanish speaking
families that it is an option and all the
benefits that come with it. Then use the
"data" to support a move? How about you
start doing a better job informing

More busing, which is already such a hassle
throughout the county

A new elementary school in Rosslyn, better How will you keep the 50/50 makeup of
utilization of our buildings.
Key?

Lots! Good idea!

Expeditionary learning program will Need
to move but I think that’s very possible.

These questions are fixed to support your Strongly Do Not Support
move and I don't support your move. I did
not want to complete them but the system
would not allow me to submit my survey
with out this. WOW that is terrible. Please
ignore my responses above.

If you have too much opposition, maybe
consider making Reed an option school.
That would be a great location for a large
option school with lots of room to expand ‐
which could alleviate some of the
overcrowding at neighborhood schools.

Strongly Do Not Support

If the need for seats is in
Rosslyn/Courthouse/Ballston is so urgent
and getting land there is so difficult, then
move Key to Reed and leave all the other
schools alone. Forget about this "it was
promised" business. Why do you make
promises to the rich communities? Are
your priorities to accommodate the
wealthy or fill seats? Even a move to
McKinley makes more sense just simply
due to size. Start serving your whole
community and not just those with the
most money. I also think you need these
surveys in paper so parents without
internet can fill them out

Do Not Support

Strongly Support

APS needs to figure out the land situation
and build more schools. Filling existing
schools to the brim and busing kids
everywhere hasn't worked to date. Why
would it work now?

Strongly Support

Support

